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	Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5, 9781439871829 (1439871825), Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an in-depth understanding of the underlying concepts, theory, and principles. The author leads readers through page structuring, page layout/styling, user input processing, dynamic user interfaces, database-driven websites, and mobile website development.

	
		After an overview of the Web and Internet, the book focuses on the new HTML5 and its associated open Web platform standards. It covers the HTML5 markup language and DOM, new elements for structuring Web documents and forms, CSS3, and important JavaScript APIs associated with HTML5. Moving on to dynamic page generation and server-side programming with PHP, the text discusses page templates, form processing, session control, user login, database access, and server-side HTTP requests. It also explores more advanced topics such as XML and PHP/MySQL.

	
		Suitable for a one- or two-semester course at the advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate level, this comprehensive and up-to-date guide helps readers learn modern Web technologies and their practical applications. Numerous examples illustrate how the programming techniques and other elements work together to achieve practical goals.

	
		Online Resource

		Encouraging hands-on practice, the book’s companion website at http://dwp.sofpower.com helps readers gain experience with the technologies and techniques involved in building good sites. Maintained by the author, the site offers:

		
			Live examples organized by chapter and cross-referenced in the text
	
			Programs from the text bundled in a downloadable code package
	
			Searchable index and appendices
	
			Ample resource listings and information updates
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Oracle Solaris Cluster Essentials (Oracle Solaris System Administration Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Thousands of IT organizations have adopted clustering to improve the availability of mission-critical software services. Today, with the rapid growth of cloud computing environments, clustering is even more crucial.


	Oracle® Solaris Cluster Essentials is a...


		

Mining and Control of Network Traffic by Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	As other complex systems in social and natural sciences as well as in engineering, the Internet is hard to understand from a technical point of view. Packet switched networks defy analytical modeling. The Internet is an outstanding and challenging case because of its fast development, unparalleled heterogeneity and the inherent lack of...


		

Oracle Warehouse Builder 11g: Getting StartedPackt Publishing, 2009
Competing in today's world requires a greater emphasis on strategy, long-range planning, and decision making, and this is why businesses are building data warehouses. Data warehouses are becoming more and more common as businesses have realized the need to mine the information that is stored in electronic form. Data warehouses provide valuable...




	

The Wiley Handbook of Action Research in Education (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Comprehensive overview of the theoretical, conceptual, and applied/practical presentations of action research as it is found and conducted solely in educational settings

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Action Research in Education is the first book to offer theoretical, conceptual, and applied/practical presentations...



		

Pro SQL Azure (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	SQL Azure represents Microsoft’s cloud-based delivery of its enterprise-caliber, SQL Server database management system (formerly under the code name "Oslo"). Pro SQL Azure introduces you to this new platform, showing you how to program and administer it in a variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to...


		

Mathematics for Economics and Business (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Mathematics for Economics and Business provides a thorough foundation in mathematical methods for economics, business studies and accountancy students. Assuming little prior knowledge, this informal text is a great companion for those who have not studied maths in depth before. This book truly promotes self-study as students are encouraged to...
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